micro
pigtails

Choose a fine fibre for your
project as you want it to stay
small and delicate, and for this
one choose a fiber with some
curl such as Mohair, or Gotland.
Wheel set up: For the pigtail
single use a small whorl and
low take up (reduce brake
tension) because you need
extra twist for the pigtails.
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner

2. Ply your two singles together (S direction).
3. At regular intervals during your plying, pause and pull out a
short length of one of your singles, hold it at a right angle to the
other single. Let it go to ply around itself and form the ‘pigtail’,
then continue plying your two singles together. The extra twist
in your singles should ensure that the pigtail stays where you
made it and locks itself in with the plying behind and in front.
4. As with other fine spinning, ensure you do not have too much
tension on your wheel and not too much take up, the goal with
this mini art yarn is to create a light and airy lace weight with
added texture from the tails, so do not overspin more than
necessary to get the pigtails to twist lightly, leaving a little open
loop at the end of the ‘tail’. If its over twisted too much you
won’t see that loop form.
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1. Spin two fine singles yarn of lace or fingering
weight thickness (Z direction). Add enough twist to ply (it
should ply back on itself when you pull some off the bobbin)
and then add more!

micro
tailspun
For your mini tailspun you
should choose a curly fiber such
as Teeswater or Mohair. If you
can get the neck fleece, that
offers the smallest curls, or sort
through your fiber to find the
tiniest curls for this mini yarn.
Wheel set up with small whorl
(more twist) and more tension
for a faster uptake.

1.

This is a corespun and then plied yarn. It needs to stay fine, so
choose a fine yarn for your core, like a lace weight mohair. Start
core spinning your scrappy bits of wool for a short way, then
take your first lock to add. Open up the cut end and spread it
along the core thread, let the ends catch and wrap around the
core a few times.

2. Your spread out tail should wrap around the yarn leaving the
lock hanging out at right angles from the middle of it. Take your
next lock and repeat, letting the ends overlap the end of the
previous lock. Keep adding locks one at a time till done.
3. Choose a fine plying thread, you don’t want to add bulk, just
pop out the texture and also stabilise your yarn, locking in the
fibers and balancing the twist. Ply your tailspun single with the
thread, you get the best results by holding the thread straight
towards you from the orifice and allowing the tailspun single to
‘spiral’ around it.
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Skill level: Advanced

micro
coil cable
Choose a fine fibre for your
project as you want it to stay
small and delicate, coarser
yarns will create a thicker
final yarn. You need
something fine and smooth
to keep the definition in the
ply for this yarn, such as
Merino, Cormo, or Polwarth.
Set your wheel with a low
tension and uptake for the
singles and the two ply,
increase the tension and
uptake when you coil and
again when you cable ply.
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1. Spin a fine singles yarn of lace or fingering weight thickness. Spin it as
you normally would to make a plied yarn from it, (image 1) and then, ply!
You can make a two ply or a three ply. The yarn pictured is Najavo plied.
2. For baby coils you need to add even more twist than you normally would
to a fine yarn, this will ensure the yarn doesn't drift apart when
you are coiling it. (image 2)
3. Now take your overspun plied yarn and coilspin it around a strong (fine)
core thread, hold the core straight towards you from the orifice and hold
your two ply on a 45 degree angle to let it wrap around the core. (image 3)
4. Your corespun should also be overspun, transfer half to another bobbin
or roll into a centre pull ball (watch out for tangles if you do), and ply it
gently on itself to balance the yarn. (image 4)
If you have enough extra twist in your coiled yarn it should create a nice
cable and ‘lock’ together. The coils should loosen as you ply and make a
lovely texture for your final yarn.
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Skill level: Intermediate

micro
two ply
boucle

For this yarn you need a
fiber for one single that
shrinks easily and fibre for
the other single that
doesn’t shrink, so a Merino
or similar for one single,
and fiber with strength
and curl for the other
single, such as Gotland or
Wensleydale.
High twist (small whorl)
low uptake (minimum
brake) on your wheel to
spin fine singles.

1. Spin two fine singles yarn of lace or fingering weight thickness (Z
direction). One single of merino (shrinky wool) and the other of Mohair
(curly wool).
2. Ply your singles together, (image 2) holding the soft shrinkable fibre
straight out towards you and allowing the curl fibre to spiral around it. It
should look as though one single is plied around the other, rather than
a standard, even ply. (image 3)
3. The final step is to shrink your yarn Yes! Hot water to cold water, a little
gentle agitation. You should see the shrinky single shrink, causing the
curly one to bunch up and form the boucle loops, because the Merino
single shrinks faster than the Mohair (or equivalent fibers). Do not
overdo it and felt it, your yarn should remain light and airy.
4. The skein pictured was dyed after spinning, the dyeing formed the first
part of the shrinking process as I dropped it straight into cool water still
hot from the dye pot.
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Skill level: Advanced Beginner

micro
fluffpuff

lace

Choose a fine fibre for the
lace singles and a bulky
fibre for the fluff, one that
holds its shape well with
some curl.
Wheel setup: Standard
lace, small whorl very little
tension.
Skill level: Intermediate

This yarn might look a little chaotic and random, but only until you
use it in a project! Its fantastic woven and will knit well too.

2. Ply them together as you usually would
3. When you are ready to add a fuzz puff pull off a staple of your
fuzzy yarn and trap one end inside the ply.
4. As you continue to ply, guide the fuzz puff along the yarn,
keeping it inside the two lace threads
5. The fuzz puff should stick out and contrast with the fine smooth
lace weight that you are plying it with.
As a variation, use the same coloured fibre for both the singles and
the fuzz puffs. Or use contrasts as pictured.
Finish the yarn with a hot bath and a cool dip, the fuzz puff will puff
up again once it is dry and this finishing will help to anchor it into
the singles.
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1. Spin two lace weight singles

micro
misty
lace
This micro yarn is a mix of
simplicity with a
combination of lace
single with a loopy
texture woven into the
ply. It is pictured with a
mohair ‘mist’ but you can
also experiment with
different threads to make
the loops!
Wheel Setup: Small
whorl, low tension
Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

1. Spin two fine smooth singles, your plying will be easiest if you
have your singles on two separate bobbins. Spin Z direction.
2. Pre-prepare 8 inch (approximately) lengths of your ‘extra’ yarn
ready to use as you ply
3
3. Start plying (S direction) into a standard two ply yarn, for a
couple of yards.
4. Now stop and add the tip of one length of ‘extra’ thread in
between the two singles, treadle and let it twist in to anchor it.
5. Now start to weave your ‘extra’ yarn under and over each of the
singles, do not pull tight. (image 1). Keep the two singles apart in a
‘V’ shape as you weave between them, and don't let them closer
until you have almost finished weaving the ‘extra’ piece (image 2)
6. When you get near the end of your ‘extra’, let the two singles
come together as you treadle and add twist to it, you should see
your woven piece form the loops as your singles lock it into
place. (Image 3) Let the last piece of the ‘extra’ ply smoothly
between your singles to lock it all in. Repeat steps 3-6 until you
reach the end
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Skill Level: Intermediate

